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Architects and Engineers of Systems that Build and Support Performance

Integrating Human Resources into the
Business
by Karen Wallace, Ray Svenson, and Guy Wallace

What is an organization's most valuable asset? What is it that provides individual
businesses with what some authors claim is the "only sustainable competitive
advantage"? What underlies the economy as the basic building block of the
products and services?
Is it technology? Machinery? Capital?
Not anymore .
.Businesspeople increasingly recognize that the single answer to the questions
above is capital- human capital. Human resources.
The spotlight is on HR and the way it supports the mission of the organization as
manifested in its business architecture. HR's role and effectiveness have come
under increasing scrutiny as organizations strive to find and implement best
practices, re-engineer themselves, and respond to regulatory and other stakeholder
requirements.
~ ~
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In this issue, you'll find several articles dealing with human resources and its place

in the business architecture.
Our concept of business architecture is explained in The Quality Roadmap by the
principals of SWI. The integration of the business architecture and human
resources is the subject of one of the new books we're currently writing. It is also
the foundation of a new SWI service line. We invite you to call or write Jennifer L.
Freeland for more information about our current work in this area.
Page 1 draws on the ideas of several noted observers of business. It is David Kearns'
(President and CEO of Xerox) contention that "human capital will replace
technology and machine resources as the basic building block of production and
service delivery." Peter Drucker calls knowledge the "basic economic resource."
Tom Peters is the observer who calls human resources an organization's "most
valuable asset. " Finally, Peter Senge, author of The Fifth Discipline, asserts that
"the only sustainable competitive advantage is how quickly an organization can
learn." ••

It's a New World

Bravely Re-Engineering Human Resources
by Karen Wallace, Ray Svenson, and Guy Wallace

This article is the first part of a series covering the integration of human resources
within the business architecture.
Remember the book Brave New World? Remember the society that engineered and
conditioned its citizens with the skills it would need? It was a frightening storybut in it was a metaphoric kernel that business might do well to emulate, to a small
degree. Because in a business climate that emphasizes human capital, having
access to the right knowledge, skills, attributes, and values is critical.
Traditionally, the various HR disciplines - recruiting, benefits, compensation,
training, etc. - have worked adequately to supply organizations with the human
resources needed to get the job done. However, over the years, structural
differentiation has taken its toll. The various HR disciplines within a company
usually have their own separate models and languages. Each discipline may view
the overall business in a different way. Each discipline may find itself performing
analysis tasks that are in fact redundant - in results, if not in method - with
analyses done by other HR disciplines.
This type of fragmented approach can still work, especially when the business
environment is one of stability, not change. Those days, however, are probably
gone. In today's era of rapid, large-scale change, organizations need a much faster,
integrated HR response than traditional HR systems can provide. And if HR cannot
provide integrated products - compensation systems, training systems,
performance appraisal systems - for these efforts, the organization will not receive
all of the intended benefits from re-engineered processes and structures.
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We have witnessed the frustration of clients during re-engineering when they ask
HR for help and don't get the integrated response they need. The challenge for HR
in the current business climate is to restructure in a way that integrates its
disciplines into a common platform directly linked to the requirements of the
business, a platform that can support re-engineering efforts. HR's frame of reference
is no longer a set of independent HR disciplines - a mass of separate HR
functional silos - but an integrated set of skills that must be acquired, developed,
managed, and deployed.
We at SWI contend that the basis for this re-engineering of HR is the systems
approach to business architecture.
The Impact of Business Architecture on Human Resources: More Than You Might
Think. A business architecture is simply an orderly representation of the parts of
the business. (See our book The Quality Roadmap for more detail on the business
architecture. Articles in past issues of Pursuing Performance - spring, summer,
and fall of 1993 - also provide an overview of the way we conceive the business
architecture.)
Processl
Performance
Requirements

The impact of the business architecture on HR is fairly direct: process and
performance requirements dictate infrastructure requirements, which influence the
HR applications and systems required.
In our model of the business architecture, process and performance
requirements are of four types:
1. Business drivers -

Infrastructure
Requirements
Human
Resources

Process
Maps

Environmental
Resources

Perlormance
Models

2.

a company's assets and
competencies (technology, natural resources, etc.),
stakeholder requirements, and marketplace
requirements. These certainly may
impact HR. For example, HR is
responsible for the human
capital that embodies an
organization's key
competencies. A glut or
HR
scarcity in the marketplace
Systems
of required competencies
will impact selection,
compensation, and so
forth.

Business metrics - the company's performance measures (financial, customer
satisfaction, employee satisfaction, etc.) and their relative importance. If the
company emphasizes financial metrics, the burden is on HR to show how it
can add value for costs expended. If other metrics are important - business
development, for example - organizational success depends in part upon HR's
ability to develop or acquire competencies that contribute to achieving those
goals.

3. Process maps - diagrammatic representations (including input and output) for
the company's leadership processes (strategic planning, product management,
etc.), product/service processes (product development, sales, etc.), and support
processes (accounting, training, etc.). When process maps change, the required
skill mix changes.
~ ~
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4.

Performance

models - for each process (e.g., account management),

the

outputs, key measures, tasks, roles, and typical performance deficiencies and
causes. These models provide data for job design, appraisals
training.
Process and performance
requiremen ts:

requirements

of jobholders,

and

lead to two sets of infrastructure

1. Human resource requirements

- the knowledge, skills, attributes, and values
that must be present to support the process and performance requirements.
These requirements clearly impact HR directly.

2.

Environmental resource requirements such as organizational structure,
facilities, data and information, equipment and tools, materials, and
consequences. How do these affect HR? As an example, organizational
structure dictates whether HR deals with a hierarchical structure or a team
structure, individual or team-based compensation, etc.

The business architecture provides, then, a comprehensive set of information about
the business, its component parts, and how the parts work together to achieve
results. It also provides a platform of HR and environmental resource requirements,
a platform on which we can build integrated HR applications. In future articles
we'll cover how that happens.
Looking Forward to a New World of HR. Building an HR platform based on the
architecture of the business is no easy task. It asks us to look at HR as a complete
system. HR's mission is to manage an inventory of critical knowledge, skills,
attributes, and values using an integrated set of human resource applications - not
simply to manage separate, independent HR programs with names like
"qualifications" or "training" or "compensation."
Integrating human resource systems using the business architecture model can
yield results that are significantly better, faster, and cheaper. The platform saves
cost and saves time. It also increases HR's value to the organization by providing a
structure for organizing the highly complex array of information that a business
(and the economy of which it is part) depends on - human resources.
We welcome comments and responses to the ideas set forth in this article. Future
articles will provide more detail on the components of the HR system and
additional explanation on integrating HR applications. This article is based on a
presentation given by Karen Wallace at the June conference of Assessment,
Measurement, and Evaluation of Human Performance (AME) relating business
architecture specifically to human resource systems. For the presentation handout,
call Jennifer L. Freeland at SWI. ••

Adapted from one of
the keystone graphics
from Karen Wallace's
AME presentation.
Call for a copy of the
handout.

Performance
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~
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The Quaker Oats Company Skills
Management System
by Ray Svenson and Dottie Soelke

Like many companies, The Quaker Oats Company, a diversified
Chicago-based manufacturer of cereals and other foods, has recently
undertaken major process and organizational redesign. These efforts
have underscored the importance to the company of selecting and
developing people based on the critical skills needed in the
redesigned organization. Senior management at Quaker has
recognized that managing the company's skills mix and rewarding
people for developing critical competencies are important parts of
achieving their vision of a high-performance organization.

®

Q!.IAI<ER
•

To help fulfill their strategies, Quaker management has committed to
engineering a unified Skills Management System. The purposes of the
Skills Management System are to
•

Provide Quaker with a process for developing and aligning human
competence with its strategy for creating a high-performance
organization.

Provide Quaker's employees with a process for developing their individual
learning strategies for building business capability.

The common definitions and common framework in the system will permit
individual competency profiles to be transported across the Quaker organization
and used to support career planning, staffing, individual development, team
development, and rewards.
Quaker's Skills Management System will align its human competence with the
company's four operating principles
1.

Being a Consumer-Driven Organization (CD)

2. Adhering to Total Customer Development (TCD)
3. Employing Supply Chain Management (SCM)
4.

Being a High-Performance Organization (HPO)

The Project. SWI. Svenson &Wallace, Inc. has partnered with The Quaker Oats
Company to develop a system to manage Quaker's skills inventory. We are
currently working on implementing a pilot version of the system in two areas.
•

The Quaker R&Dfacility in Barrington, Illinois, which serves the entire
corporation

•

The Cereals Division, which has recently been redesigned
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The development process looks like this; we are currently executing Phase
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The Skills Management System Development Process. The inputs to the development process were company strategies, operating principles, and business processes. Based on that focus, the first step was to analyze (define, document, prioritize, and link) across the organization the required task performance capabilities
and knowledge/skills/abilities. Next, existing task performance capabilities and
knowledge/skills/abilities are being assessed at all levels - organizational, process,
team, and individual. Finally, human resource applications will be brought into
place to bring existing skills into congruence with required skills.
Project Partner Barrett & Associates:
Assessment Specialists

While the development of assessment instruments
is one of the services we offer our clients, the
Quaker project presented some special requirements, including technical validity studies and
advanced psychometric design. To supplement our
experience in developing such instruments and to
deliver the best possible product, we partnered on
this project with Barrett &Associates, an international human resource consulting firm.
The development process included interviews
with subject matter experts to clearly define
behavioral anchors, dimensions, and measures as
the foundation for valid and reliable assessment
tools. Barrett &Associates is using the results of
those interviews along with the performance and
knowledge/skill data collected by SWI and the
Quaker analysis teams to build the 11 assessment
instruments that will be pilot tested among target
populations.
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Analyzing Skill Requirements. The analysis of
performance and skill requirements was carried
out in two-day analysis meetings with teams of
experts. For R&D,these teams focused on technical
disciplines such as food scientists, process engineers, and packaging engineers. For the Cereals
Division, the Analysis Teams focused on the newly
redesigned core business processes.
Existing Skills Versus Required: Bridging the Gap.
When the Analysis Teams finished analyzing skill
requirements (Phase 1), SWI engaged the services
of Barrett &Associates, Inc., a human resource
consulting firm, to develop valid and reliable
assessment instruments for the system. Custombuilt assessment instruments will help bridge the
gap between the required skills identified by our
analysis and the organization's actual existing
skills inventory. Measurement items chosen for the
pilot assessment include tasks such as
•

"Identify opportunities for new products and
modification of existing products within
identified boundaries."

•

"Develop and communicate an understanding of consumer needs, behaviors,
and segmentation and assure alignment of project activities."

Assessment items also include knowledge/skills/abilities such as project
management, creativity/innovation, change management, and individual/team
skills.
Future plans for Quaker's Skills Management System call for extending it to other
parts of Quaker and developing critical links to all the relevant HR processes. ••

Personal Profile: Geert Oostvogel
See the accompanying sidebar for the pronunciation

of "Ceeit Oosivogel."

What's on the walls of Geert Oostvogel's office? At the moment, a few weeks after
his June start date with SWI, not much. Pigments of his imagination. Inspiration on
drywall, perhaps. Rorschach in off-white.
Imagine what will be on that wall over there. Perhaps
something to do with architecture. "Architecture
inspires me," asserts Geert. "I studied it for a couple of
years in The Netherlands, and it has many similarities
to organizational design - creating a structure, an
environment, which supports certain activities."
How about that other wall? "Something to do with
sailing. Life can be like sailing - trying to get to harbor
with or against the winds, adjusting the sails to the
circumstances. Playing with the winds instead of
fighting them. You can look at business like a game - a
more serious game, of course. You play, you win or
lose, you learn and play again."
Speaking of playing - was that a Dutch beverage in
Oostvogel's hand at the SWI picnic? "I was born in The
Netherlands. My entire family is there, except for one
brother in Munich. My family consists of my parents,
four brothers - one of them my twin - and two
sisters. My 'significant other' is Cecilia Aquilar. Right now she's teaching English at
an agricultural university in China.
"I received a bachelor of technical science degree in architecture from the State
University of Delft, and I earned a master of business administration from the State
University of Groningen. One of my interests is transformation management.
Maarten Van Gils, a professor from the SUG, put me on that track."
Geert worked for a couple of Van Leer companies before he came to SWI. "I was a
senior management consultant for Van Leer Consulting. I was responsible for
delivering consulting services in the design and implementation of organizational
change, business process and system improvement, and TQM. I moved to the
United States to provide consulting services to Van Leer Containers in Chicago.
Later, I became their manager of quality development."
~ ~
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The new SWI senior associate speaks Dutch, English, German, and French. "When

you're a Dutchman and you want to get ahead in the world, you have to learn other
languages. I want to learn Spanish, which would be especially useful in this part of
the world. I like the challenge of continually learning and growing."
Is that what he does when he spends one night a week at the Landmark Education
Corporation? "I'm either doing volunteer work with them or taking one oftheir
courses. Landmark fosters transformation - 'revolutionizing and redefining
education and training through breakthrough thinking'. It uses 'action learning' to
continually expand the boundaries in the ways we think and act."
And his spare time? "Running, working out, playing golf, skiing once a year, art,
architecture, reading, spending time with friends. I like the arts in general - film,
plays, painting, music. They are the leading edge in the world of discovery."
How about travel? "I've been all over Europe, of course. I'd like
to experience Italy more, to see Tuscany. When I travel, I prefer
to just be somewhere for awhile, to absorb it, rather than just
visit. "
Ray Svenson says that because the world community
does differ so much from American culture, it's nice to
have Geert's international perspective - personal and
business - at SWI. "I like the entrepreneurial spirit in
the United States," claims Geert. "Americans will try
something new to see if it works - but they'll drop it if it
doesn't work quickly. It was no accident that Americans
picked up quality management in the early '80s and had
established the Baldrige Award by 1988. European
companies took longer to pick up quality - they established the European
~~ Quality Award in 1992 - but ifthey have to they'll pursue quality longer to
make it successful."
What else in the United States is different than Europe? "Traffic, and the way the
infrastructure is built around the car. The size of things - people, cities, buildings,
markets. People will drive five hours to a weekend cabin. Americans are at ease
with large scales.
"Sports are different, and the way they're appreciated, especially as a family
happening.
"There are lots of similarities, of course. But I find that Americans are often less
patient than Europeans. Business in the U.S. seems to focus on the shorter termthe immediate result, not so much the longer-term consequences. Investing for
future improvements is harder to pull off."
Is there anything he misses about being away from The Netherlands? "Family and
friends. Amsterdam, because it's so diverse, open-minded, and historically richa great place to be. And my native language - sometimes I'm frustrated at not
being able to express certain nuances in English."
What will be over there, on the third wall? "Something to do with leadership. I've
always been intrigued by leadership. Leaders with a clear vision of a new reality.
They are pulled forward by that reality and will do everything it takes to get there.
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Like Anita Roddick of The Body Shop, or Jack Welch of GE - and Mikhail
Gorbachev, or Mahatma Gandhi."
Why is leadership important? "Organizations are shaking on their foundations.
Paradigms are shifting fast. Organizations are seeking new ways of doing business
and structures to support that. What makes this possible? People, of course. But
certainly leaders with the courage to bring down the comfortable structures that
are no longer supportive, that may even be holding back the organization. And
leaders are not always those at the top of the organization.
"I believe that people want to contribute. Business processes and systems ought to
be designed and managed in a way that facilitates that contribution. I was drawn to
SWI by its activity in business systems architecture. SWI clearly focuses on
support systems and the human performance aspects of the business architecture."
Guy Wallace says there had been a blank spot in the SWI personnel chart on his
wall, and that while he knew what kind of person would fill the spot - someone
who could add further expertise in the area of quality - he didn't know who the
person would be. Then Karen Wallace's cousin, who works for Van Leer,
mentioned how Geert had worked himself out of a job (as good internal consultants
have a habit of doing). Now that Geert Oostvogel's name is on the foreordained
spot on the personnel chart, what does he want to accomplish with SWI? "Be on
the edge of what is possible with organizations," he says, "working with clients to
design and implement tomorrow's reality." ••

The Game of the Name

"Like it or not," says Guy Wallace, "the global economy is here. And part of working effectively
within that economy is extending the same courtesies worldwide that you extend to business
people in the United States."
"The first time I taught in Europe," continues Guy, "I walked into the class and was faced with a
list of complicated-looking Dutch names I had no idea how to pronounce. Some of the students
were easy-going about my inability to handle their names. 'Just call me Gerry,' one of them said.
But others were a little offended."
Because of our isolation, we in the United States may tend to be more easily boggled by unfamiliar
names. At his previous company in Chicago, Geert Oostvogel, like the student in Guy's class, was
known as "Gerry."
Since Guy's eye-opening experience in Europe, SWI has tried to be especially sensitive to name
pronunciations, among other things. For example, each issue of the company's.internal newsletter,
The Flash, contains a phonetic explanation of one or more staff members' names. For example:
•

Ray (sounds like "day") Svenson (Sven ' -like
sun)

"hen," but with a hard "sv" at the beginning +

•

Geert (hair + t - all one syllable, with a hard "h" sound) Oostvogel (Oost : -like
without the "h" + vogue + 1).

.

"host," but

As a relative newcomer whose name has represented somewhat of a challenge to the tongues and
ears of the SWI staff, how does Geert think his colleagues are doing? "What I appreciate very much
is that they try hard."
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Risky Business

Managing Risk in the Team Environment
by Pete Hybert

I DON'T LIKE
TOFACE PROBLEMS
HEAD ON

"No problem is so big or so complicated," asserts Linus to his Peanuts team
member Charlie Brown, "that it can't be run away from," One of the four
generally accepted risk management strategies is avoiding risk by changing your
plans. Is that what Linus is doing? Or is he denying risk?
As Bill Sells writes in his article "What Asbestos Taught Me
About Managing Risk" (in the 1994 March-April Harvard
Business Review), "If an organization's culture encourages
denial, problems get buried." He goes on to describe how one
of the reasons that denial was the norm in the asbestos
industry was the belief that they were
already doing all they could to manage
the risk. History proved that more could
have been done; Sells cites the fiberglass
industry as a counterexample.

I THINK THE 8E5T WAr.(
TO SOLVE PR08LEM5 15
TO AVOID THEM
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Risk can come from almost anywhere; the environment, the economy, politics, the
competition, technology, regulations/standards. On a team, it could even be the
personal difficulties of a team member. But because it is unknown, it is very
difficult to get people to anticipate, agree on, and actively manage risk. After all, it
may never happen.
Risk has two dimensions: the likelihood of a given scenario or event; and the
seriousness of the consequences. The total risk is a combination of these two
dimensions.
Because there is always more work to do than resources to do it, smart managers
prioritize the risks they face. They spend the most effort addressing those risks that
are both highly likely and that lead to highly serious consequences. (See the sidebar
for an example of a simple tool for risk assessment in a team setting.)
How Can Risk Be Identified? Identifying risk requires achieving a "big picture"
view. If your organization uses teams, team members should all contribute to risk
assessment. If your organization is more functionally organized, get different
perspectives on the project. One of our clients, as part of their program management methodology, incorporates a regular audit by a program manager unfamiliar
with the project to bring an outside perspective on potential risks. It is a big mistake to expect a single team member, working alone, to assess risk effectively.
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There are techniques that teams can use to identify risks. One is to review "lessons
learned" on similar projects. These may be formally captured by the organization
or may require networking within and outside the organization.
One technique for assessing risk from outside the organization or project is to use
scenarios. Describe potential futures and their impacts on the project. What if the
company downsizes? What if the competitor beats us to market? What if there is a
downturn in the economy? What do we do if it happens? How can we minimize
our exposure to this risk?
Developing a project PERT chart is a technique for dealing with risk from inside
the project. These diagrams show the project tasks in individual boxes connected
with lines based on dependencies between the tasks (that is, when one task uses
the output of another, and so forth). The critical path is the longest series of tasks
between the start and end of a project. A delay in a task on the critical path means
a delay in the project completion. The critical path shows the tasks where the
schedule is at risk.
The task boxes in a PERT chart also provide a visual way for the team to evaluate
technical risk. You can identify the most technically difficult tasks, those tasks
where resources are an issue, the most important "handoffs" from one task to
another, and so forth. These tasks can then be managed more closely, or less risky
approaches can be substituted.
How Can Risk Be Managed? Once you identify risk, you need to manage it. With a
team, you have the added difficulty of getting team members to evaluate the risks
most critical to the team and agree to give the team's risks top priority.
There are a number of software tools that calculate probabilities and impacts of
various risk factors. While these can be helpful, they are only as accurate as the
algorithms that drive them. And, while their numbers might be dead right, they
won't help if the entire team doesn't understand and believe the logic behind
them.
Assuming you get agreement from the team on which risks to address, there are
really only four strategies for managing risk:
1.

Assume risk - decide to take the consequences.

2.

Avoid (not ignore) risk - change your plan (for example, use a proven
technology instead of an experimental technology).

3. Transfer risk - share the risk (for example, hire a specialty subcontractor to
develop a risky component).
4.

Control risk - closer management, interim testing, and other alternative
strategies.

All four risk management strategies require more than just token plans; they
require specific action plans and/or contingency plans. A common example is
using fireproof materials in a building (a proactive plan) and having maps for the
fire escapes (a contingency plan). In the product development arena, one of our
clients actually had three teams working separately on a chip design. One of the
teams was a risk control team - it was working on an "early market presence"
version to make sure that something would be ready to go to market on time, even
if it was only an 80 percent solution.
~ ~
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Conclusion. What risk management strategy was Linus using? We could argue that

Linus was actually assuming risk - that he just wasn't going to acknowledge it
unless he was forced to.
You can never really stop looking for and managing risk. The real problem is that
the smoke from daily "fires" can blind a manager to larger issues. Systematic risk
management using a mix of resources and inputs can help your team avoid future
problems.

A Risk Management

Tool

Below is a simple tool developed by Guy Wallace for a product management
training course. Follow the numbers to walk through a sample case.

CD

The two
unknowns under
consideration are
listed as A & B.

@

Potential consequences of the
unknowns are
described as A 1
& A2 and B1 &
B2.

I

I
I
I

I

/
If ...

A.

The likelihood of Risk A
(depending on history, the
technology, etc.) was rated
by the team as high. The
seriousness of the consequences was rated as
medium. Overall, the
priority for the risk is 2.

Delays in
development

Then ...

A1.

L

Cost overruns

A2.

i
k

Late to market

e
I

6
B.

®

Customer requirements change

B1.

Reduced sales

B2.

Development!
rework

i
h
0

The result - the team will
focus first on accelerating
development efforts to
manage the risk inherent
in A.

9

8

0

d

The likelihood of Risk B
was rated as low. The
consequences (B1 & B2)
were assessed as highly
serious. Overall, the
priority for the risk is 7.

A student in one of our courses wanted to see how this tool worked with a real,
apparently immediate issue that she was facing on her job. With the assistance of
class participants, we identified the contingencies (Ifs) and consequences (Thens)
and evaluated the various risks. After the relative priorities became apparent, the
student quickly left the room to call her boss. We never heard the final outcome.
We do know, however, that the tool is useful during team meetings to help sort out
risk issues faced by a team - especially when drawn on a whiteboard and used as
a vehicle for group discussion. ••
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An SWI Project with the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company

Qualifying for Job-Critical Performance
by Karen Wallace

Most companies try to operate responsibly, in ways that are safe for employees, the
public, and the environment. In certain jobs, however, the need for unerring
performance is of such magnitude that job qualification becomes an important
issue. Technicians and Controllers with Alyeska Pipeline Service Company (operators of the trans Alaska Pipeline) hold jobs of that nature.
Because clean, safe, and efficient operation of the pipeline is so important, Alyeska
has contracted with SWI to develop a Qualification and Development Program for
the Technicians/Controllers who operate and maintain it. The project goal: to
demonstrate through a tightly designed and auditable system that Operators,
Technicians, and Controllers are fully qualified, especially for critical tasks. (Task
qualification is just one application in a fully integrated human resources system
- see the related article on Page 2 of this issue of Pursuing Performance.)
Eight years ago, at a National Society for Performance and Instruction (NSPI)
conference, an ARCO manager heard an SWI presentation. That contact led to the
development of a qualification and development program for technicians in
ARCO's Alaska operations.
The ARCO manager who was our original client is now with Alyeska ~nd contacted us about developing a similar program there. The program we are developing will qualify Technicians and Controllers who hold 15 separate jobs and
perform three related functions - jobs ranging from Pipeline Operator to Marine
Terminal Operator to Oil Spill Response Crew member.
The project embodies three of our basic philosophies:
1. The HR application will be performance-based. Training, development, and

qualification assessment will be geared toward preparing jobholders to perform
required tasks. Assessments will allow jobholders to demonstrate their skills.
2.

We will combine the best knowledge and skills of master performers, technical
experts, management, and consultants using a team approach for analysis,
design, review, evaluation, project governance, and project management.

3. We will build on our past experience with similar systems to incorporate
proven methods and to reduce cost.
The project has seven phases:
Phase 1
Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Phase 2

~B~B~
Phase 3

Preliminary
Overall
Design

Analysis

Phase 4

Design

Phase 5

Phase 6

Phase 7

Qualification ~
Test
Development

Impl'n Plan & ~
Maint Sys
Development

Impl'n
Support

'-------' ~

We have completed the analysis and now have approximately 1,400 performancebased qualification assessments to develop as part of Phase 5. Performers will
demonstrate their capability to perform their job tasks to a given standard of
performance written into the assessment.
We are also building systems to administer the assessments, link them to compensation and progression, train Technicians/Controllers, keep records, and keep the
qualification system up to date with changing technology and procedures.
~ ~
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As an extra wrinkle, the HR application we're building must integrate with other
business processes Alyeska is currently re-engineering.
Tight planning and project management have been key to the positive results we've
achieved so far. There has been extensive involvement of Alyeska Technicians/
Controllers in helping to analyze jobs, define tasks, and define the overall system.
In fact, the team effort among consultants, the internal project manager, leadership
groups, and technical teams has been very important.
To design and build the system (and write 1,400 assessments), we have an SWI
team of nine consultants plus production staff. We look forward to having in place
a system to ensure that jobholders can continue to qualify for the vital jobs they
perform - and that Alyeska's overall performance and quality goals are achieved
and maintained.

Terri Knicker,
Dreama Perry,
Mark Purcell,
Kelly Rennels, •
Dick Hill, and
guide Patty
conquer
"Alpha."

Karen Wallace
and Joe Sener
on the way to
Denali,
Ray Svenson navigates
a bridge in Valdez,

Alaska? Again?!
When we think of Alaska, we think of eagles, beautiful coastlines, extreme skiing,
backpacking, scenic train rides, dinner at the Double Muskie in the foothills of the
mountains, and the long days of summer. Long working days, too, come to think of
it, with occasional Saturday and Sunday work. And those long six-hour plane rides
from Chicago to Anchorage.
Actually, the last time we were in Alaska it was the dead of winter. A portion of
our work was on the North Slope, where living and working conditions aredifferent. (Ask any of the partners for their North Slope stories.)
Winter on the Slope notwithstanding, when the Alyeska project came up and we
asked for SWI volunteers, lots of hands went up. Alaska has apparently become
one of our favorite places to work. ••
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ISO·Morphic Quality -

The 9000 and ANSI Q9000 Series

Implementing ISO 9000 Standards
by Geert Oostvogel and Joe Sener

This is the first of a series of articles on the ISO 9000 standards and how they
apply to different types of businesses and business functions. Accompanying this
article is one describing the application of ISO 9000 to human resources.
Since its publication in 1987, the ISO 9000 series of international standards for
quality management has had a major impact on organizations operating throughout
the world. The primary intent of the standards is to make organizations more
effective through internal quality management, thus allowing customers to have
more confidence in the goods or services purchased from complying organizations.
The standards are generic and apply to a wide range of businesses. In effect, the
standards define a set of minimum quality systems requirements.
1987 Standards
ISO 9000

ANSIIASOC

ISO 9001

ANSIIASOC

ISO 9002

ANSIIASOC

ISO 9003

ANSIIASOC

ISO 9004

ANSI/ASOC

ISO/ANSI

Equivalents

The standards were first published
in 1987 by the International
ISO 9000-1
ANSII ASOC 09000-1-1994
090
Standards Organization (ISO) in
Geneva, Switzerland, a worldwide
ANSI/ASOC 09001-1994
ISO 9001
091
federation of national standards
ANSI/ASOC 09002-1994
ISO 9002
092
bodies from approximately 100
ISO 9003
ANSIIASOC 09003-1994
093
countries. In that same year, the
ANSII ASOC 09004-1-1994
ISO 9004-1
094
American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) adopted the
standards and published them as a parallel, equivalent series, incorporating
American language usage and spelling. In July of this year, ISO revised the series;
the 1987 and 1994 editions have different designations. ISO 9000 is actually a set
of five standards, each with ANSI!ASQC equivalents.
1994 Standards

The Standards. The standard designated ISO 9000 ANSI/ASQC Q9000-1-1994
provides a general overview of all of the standards for use in setting up an effective
quality management system. The standard provides definitions and guidelines for
selecting and applying other standards in the series based on the type of processes
in place in the organization.
Standards 9001, 9002, and 9003 are the best known. These are two-party "quality
assurance models" that a company can use to demonstrate to its management,
customers, or third parties that it is operating a quality management system in
conformance with ISO 9000. The three models all deal with quality requirements
between supplier and customer; they vary according to where during product
development, manufacturing, or delivery the customer requires conformance to
quality standards.
For example, if a supplier must ensure conformance to specified quality requirements during design, development, production, installation, and servicing, then
the standard to apply is ANSI!ASQC Q9001-1994. Suppliers and customers use
ANSI!ASQC Q9002-1994 to ensure conformance to quality requirements only
during production, installation, and servicing. ANSI!ASQC Q9003-1994 is used
when conformance to specified requirements is to be ensured by the supplier
solely at final inspection and test.
~ ~
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ANSI!ASQC Q9004-1-1994 provides a guideline for quality management and for

quality systems elements and may be used by organizations wishing to develop and
evaluate their own internal quality management systems. The standard is geared
toward total quality, encompassing marketing, design, procurement, production,
measurement, postproduction, material control, documentation, safety, and the use
of statistical methods.
Apply the Standards and Get What? ISO 9000 does not evaluate a supplier's
product quality. Rather, successfully implementing the standards indicates that the
company has in place the minimum set of quality system elements required for a
quality assurance system. This quality system includes a quality manual, with
policy and objectives for each relevant element; operating procedures describing
the who/what/when/where/why
of the particular element; and work instructions
addressing how machinery and equipment are to be operated and tasks performed.
Registering for ISO 9000. Once a company has implemented a quality system, it
may indicate its compliance with ISO 9000 series standards by going through a
registration process. An independent assessing organization (registrar) accredited
by the Registrar Accreditation Board (RAB)will perform the assessment of the
supplier's readiness for registration. Companies achieving ISO 9000 registration are
partially reassessed each six months and fully reassessed every three years.

5

1

2

3

4

Application

Preassessment

Assessment

Postassessment

•

Initial fee and
form

ISO 9000

Registration
Process

·•
·

Readiness
Review of
quality manual
Team
requirements

.
•

On-site data
gathering
Summary of
findings

·•
•
•

Written results
Corrective
action list
Follow up
Registration and
listing in master
RAB directory

Postregistration

•
•

Semi-annual
surveys
Full
reassessments
every three to
four years

~

Why Go with ISO 9000? In effect, ISO 9000 and its U.S. equivalents provide a
starting place for quality implementation. As time goes on, more and more companies find that compliance with ISO 9000 is a required part of the way they do
business. Right now, compliance is required to sell products in the European
Community. In dozens of countries, customers are increasingly demanding ISO
9000 compliance by their vendors.
Sales and market share notwithstanding, many companies choose to comply with
ISO 9000 standards because they are a practical way to implement a minimal set of
quality system elements. For these companies, registration demonstrates commitment to the tenets of quality management and provides access to markets that
require quality system registration in order to do business.

Where to Find Out More
Readers with questions about ISO 9000 and how the standards may apply to their
organizations may call Joe Sener or Geert Oostvogel of SWI. Order the ANSI!ASQC
Q9000 series from American National Standards Institute (ANSI - 212-642-4900)
or American Society for Quality Control (ASQC - 800-952-6587). The address of
ISO (officially: International Organization for Standardization) is: ISO, Case Postale
56, CH-1211 Geneve 20, Switzerland .••
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ISO 9000: Its Impact on Human Resources
by Joe Sener and Geert Oostvogel

Part of a series of articles on how the ISO 9000 standards affect various areas of
the business, using the SWI model of the business architecture as a frame of
reference. Senior associates Joe Sener and Geert Oostvogel have implementation
experience with ISO 9000; Sener is a Lead Assessor.

Process/
Performance
Requirements

Most people realize that the quest for quality is no longer confined to the factory
floor and that it affects all functional areas of the organization. In the SWI model of
the business architecture, the quest for
HumanResource quality can be a business driver, one of
Infrastructure
Requirements
Systems
the organization's process and performance requirements. This requirement
will influence the supplier organization's infrastructure (including its organizational structure and required knowledge and skills) and its human resource
systems.
For this article, our standard ofreference is ANSI!ASQC Q9001-1994, the functional equivalent of ISO 9001 and the first of three models (9001, 9002, 9003)
covering quality assurance between supplier and customer. Q9001 affects HR
through its coverage of quality policy, resources, management review, quality
planning, corrective and preventive action, control of quality records, and training.
Quality Policy. Quality starts at the top. ANSI!ASQC Q9001, in Clause 4.1.1,
requires that
•

"The supplier's management with executive responsibility shall define and
document its policy for quality."

•

"The supplier shall ensure that this policy is understood, implemented, and
maintained at all levels of the organization."

The first element implies that as part of organizational leadership, HR executives
share responsibility for defining the company's quality policy.
The second element has implications for the training and development systems
within HR. The quality policy must be integrated into the company's training
programs, documented as far as the training content is concerned, and records kept
of individual and group education in the quality policy.
Resources. ANSI!ASQC Q9001 Clause 4.1.2.2 states that "The supplier shall
identify resource requirements and provide adequate resources, including the
assignment of trained personnel, for management, performance of work, and
verification activities including internal quality audits."
The roles affecting quality must be identified, along with the knowledge and skills
required for the roles. Adequately educated and trained personnel must be assigned to the various roles. This must all be documented to comply with ISO 9001.
HR systems such as organization and staffing come into play here, as well as

applications such as recruiting, selection, and job design. Assessment systems
must properly handle the qualification process for the roles and must allocate
personnel resources by properly matching the knowledge and skills inventory with
the requirements of the infrastructure.
~ ~
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Management Review. Clause 4.1.3 requires that "The supplier's management with
executive responsibility shall review the quality system at defined intervals sufficient to ensure its continuing suitability and effectiveness in satisfying the requirements of this [standard] and the supplier's stated quality policy and objectives."
As part of management, HR executives must review the effectiveness of the HR
systems that are directly related to the quality system - all the systems mentioned
in this article. Where deficiencies are found, corrective and preventive actions are
to be taken.
Quality Planning. Clause 4.2.3.b is new with the 1994 version ofthe standards:
•

"The supplier shall define and document how the requirements for quality will
be met."

•

"The supplier shall give consideration to ... the identification and acquisition
of any resources and skills that may be needed to achieve the required quality,... as appropriate, in meeting the specified requirements for products,
projects, or contracts."

Does the organization now have the HR resources needed to achieve its quality
goal? If not, what will it take? What investments will provide the highest impact
and return on investment from the business' point of view? What's the impact on
this year's HR budget and on future years' budgets?
New products, new projects, or new types of contracts may require planning for
new types of resources and skills.
Corrective and Preventive Action. Clause 4.14 states that "The procedures for
corrective action shall include:
•

Investigation of the cause of nonconformities relating to product, process, and
quality systems ...

•

Determination of the corrective action needed to eliminate the cause ... "

HR systems can assist in continually assessing the adequacy of quality performance. Retraining is one type of corrective action that can be executed in the case
of nonconformities.
The process of taking corrective action based on deficiencies can provide a clear
history of continuous improvement. Auditors view documented corrective action
as required evidence of conformance to ISO 9001.
While corrective action is important, even more so is preventive action. "The
procedures for preventive action shall include:
•

The use of appropriate sources of information such as operations reports,
concessions, audit results, quality records, service reports, and customer
complaints to detect, analyze and eliminate potential causes of
nonconformities. [Italics added.]

•

Initiation of preventive action ...

•

Confirmation that relevant information on actions taken is submitted for
management review."

Modification of the training design and delivery may be preventive action, for
example; so may enhancement of selection systems or qualification systems.
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Having effective HR systems in place supports appropriate corrective and preventive actions.
Control of Quality Records. Clause 4.16 states that "The supplier shall establish
and maintain documented procedures for identification, collection, indexing,
access, filing, storage, maintenance, and disposition of quality records."
Qualification and training (and retraining) records need to be kept for every individual in roles that affect quality. These records should be kept separate from
personnel records of a more confidential nature, because these records must be
accessible to external auditors (client auditors or auditors from a registration body).
Training. Clause 4.18: "The supplier shall establish and maintain documented
procedures for identifying training needs and provide for the training of all personnel performing activities affecting quality. Personnel performing specific assigned
tasks shall be qualified on the basis of appropriate education, training and/or
experience, as required. Appropriate records of training shall be maintained."
The first sentence implies that the organization must identify the key roles affecting quality, determine the knowledge and skill requirements, perform a gap analysis, and fill the needs through training (as appropriate). This implies that ISO 9001
standards require a comprehensive training program to cover all individuals who
can affect the quality of the end product/service.
The second sentence of Clause 4.18 assumes the existence of an effective qualification system. The third sentence re-emphasizes the need for HR record-keeping.
Conclusion. What ISO 9000 requires is a set of integrated, effective, performancebased, continually improving human resource systems. Such systems can help
make a good organization even better through the implementation of ISO 9000.
HR Systems

Typical Applications

Organization
and Staffing
Systems

•
•
•
•
•

Strategic HR Planning
Recruiting and Selection
Career Management
Succession Planning
Organization and Job Design

•
•
•
•

Strategic T&D Planning
Curriculum Architecture Design
Training Development and Delivery
Developmental Activities/Assignments

Training and
Development
Systems

Assessment
Systems

• Performance Management
• Qualification Process
• Individual, Team, Organizational
KSA V Assessment

Reward and
Recognition
Systems

•
•
•
•

Compensation
Benefits
Nonmonetary rewards, recognition
Informal rewards, recognition

Having effective HR systems in place shows that
the organization is in control of its human
processes and resources. The systems can be part
of the evidence pointing to successful compliance with the ISO 9000 standards. And they
illustrate to employees, customers, and auditors
that the organization is serious in its quest for
quality.
This interpretation of the impact of ISO 9000 on
HR is based on
•

Our experience in assessing quality management systems, designing processes and
documentation to comply with quality
standards, and implementing companywide
quality management systems

•

Our work in assessing and building HR
systems using tools such as performance
modeling

•

Our perspective of quality and the business
architecture as expressed in our book The
Quality Roadmap ••
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The SWI PACT Process

Phase 6 - Revision & Release
by Guy Wallace

Performance-based
Accelerated
Customer-driven
Training

This article is the eighth in a series describing the SWI PACT Process for training
design. We include under "training" all methods of deploying awareness, knowledge, and skills to target audiences. Training methods may include orientation,
education, training, on-the-job development, cross-training, and so forth. The
PACT Process (Performance-based, Accelerated, Customer-driven Training) covers
both our approach to Curriculum Architecture Design (CAD) and to Custom Course
Development (CCD). In previous articles in this series we've covered project planning, analysis, design, development/acquisition, and the pilot test.
About the Models. The four-phase PACT Process for CAD is our methodology for
both front-end analysis and macrotraining product line design.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Phase 3

Phase 4

1iII..~1iIII....~1iIII....

Implementa-

~L::..J"'~'"

tion Planning

The PACT Process for CCD is our unique twist on Instructional Systems Design
(ISD).

Phase 1

Project
Planning
L..- & Kick-off

Phase 2

Iill..BnalysiS
....I ~

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

Iilll....Besign

IiIII....DAevel~p~t'
ent!

IiII..

".

".

~

cquisi Ion

Phase 6

IiIII.... Revision

Pilot Test
L..-

....I

".

& Release

IiIII....
~

The first two phases of both processes are very much alike, except for the depth of
detail generated in the Analysis Phase. CAD analysis is more at a macro level, CCD
more at a micro level.
Our PACT Process model is similar to some training development models, different
than others. Ours is a product management approach to training products and
services.
Phase 6 Revision. Revision consists of updating the training materials according to
the revision specification from Phase 5 and making those updates in an integrated
fashion. The actual updates may be relatively easy. More difficult is making sure
the changes are integrated across all of the deliverables, deliverables that may vary
from one training organization to another.
Changes must be coordinated and implemented consistently across all materials,
including the masters for the participant's guide, the facilitator's guide, and the
administrator's guide. Materials to be revised may also include computer screen
representations, workbooks, posters or wall charts, and so forth - depending, of
course, on the various delivery modes in your organization.
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Phase 6 Release. Once all of the revisions have been made, they are ready to be
released into the training system (or systems). PACT Process release activities
interface with many of the structures and processes that comprise the typical
training empire.
Now, everyone views the internal training infrastructure a bit differently. In fact,
even at SWI we have two models to describe that infrastructure. Here's one of the
SWI models.

Training
Departmental
Administration
System

Evaluation
System

Delivery
System

Training
Personnel
Development
System

Advisory
System
(Governance
Structure)

Curriculum
Architecture
Design
System

The 12
Training
Management
Administrative
Systems
.---------...,
Materials
System

Registration
System

Scheduling
System

Development!
Acquisition
System

Marketing/
Information
Dissemination
System
Individual
Training Plan
Development
System

(Our other model is described in Ray Svenson's book The Training and Development Strategic Plan Workbook - co-authored with Nikki Rinderer, former SWI
associate. These two models are simply different configurations of the same system
elements.)
One O'Clock, Two O'Clock, Three O'Clock, Release! The release of newly developed or acquired training has implications for each of the 12 training management
administrative systems in our clockface model. (Please note that all organizations
have these systems to one extent or another. They may be formal or informal, in
control or out of control - but they exist.)
12 O'CLOCK.The Advisory System is where and how you organize training's
various stakeholders to help you help them. (We also call this the Governance
System or Governance Structure. See the summer 1994 issue of Pursuing Performance for Ray Svenson's article "Implementing the Governance Structure.")
This administrative system uses the outputs from Systems 1 and 9 as inputs to
decision-making about the strategic deployment of corporate resources for training.
The release event has no major implication for this system other than announcing
that certain training is now ready for ongoing delivery.
1 O'CLOCK.The Curriculum Architecture Design System is for conducting CAD
projects. Release of a Training Event should trigger an FYI that the training is now
available. In addition, the CAD database should be updated.
~ ~
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2 O'CLOCK.The Development/Acquisition

System comprises most of the PACT

Process for CCD.It can, however, also be used for updates and modifications to
training (continuous or discontinuous improvement). The release of a Training
Event has no implications for this system.
3 O'CLOCK.The Marketing/Information Dissemination System provides details to
the "marketplace" about the training - what it is, when it is available, where it is
available, etc. This system lets the marketplace know that the product is ready for
purchase and may provide testimonials and other marketing-oriented information
about the training.
4 O'CLOCK.The Individual Training Plan Development System is for developing
individual training plans using the Curriculum Paths of the CAD PACT Process.
Individuals, management, and team members use the unique-to-the-job but nonetheless generic Curriculum Paths to create their own detailed plans. If these plans
are collected, they become the demand forecast data - very useful in System 5, the
Scheduling System. The release implication? The Training Event should be shown
on the Curriculum Paths as "now available." All who may have missed the event
(due to the timing of its development and release) need to be informed that it's
available.
5 O'CLOCK.The Scheduling System is for slating the actual delivery sessions (when
the delivery strategy requires this). The release implication: the Training Event
must fit with and within many other schedules - for facilitators, for rooms, etc.

6 O'CLOCK.The Registration System allows learners to register for a session and/or
to order training materials. At or before release, this system needs information such
as training cost and prerequisite requirements.
7 O'Clock. The Materials System reproduces, stores, and distributes all training
materials. For release, the masters for all materials (along with reproduction
instructions) are entered into this system.

8 O'CLOCK.The Delivery System actually delivers the training via CBT, self-paced
written materials, videos, or an instructor in a classroom. Release implications may
include requirements to train (certify) trainers, install or distribute software, or
pack and ship materials to Timbuktu.
9 O'CLOCK.The Evaluation System conducts and disseminates all five levels of
evaluation, including (1) learner reactions (smile sheets), (2) mastery of objectives,
(3) on-the-job usage, (4) ROI (return on investment), and (5) stakeholder satisfaction. The data is used by Systems 12, 2, and 3. For release, the evaluation
components developed for the Training Event must be installed.
10 O'CLOCK.Training Departmental Administration Systems define, manage, and
improve all training department processes on the clockface. These systems compile
data, generate reports, etc. For release, the Training Event must be established in
the departmental information systems as an "entity" ready to be reported on.
11 O'CLOCK.The Training Personnel Development System is the system for developing the training organization staff - providing them with the knowledge and
skills for participating in the project management, analysis, design, development,
delivery, and administration of the training product/service line. The release of a
Training Event has no implications for this system.
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Phase 6 Summary. The sixth phase of the PACT Process ties down all of the
typical loose ends at the end of the project. Materials are revised based upon the
revision specifications from Phase 5. All information and materials related to the
newly developed or acquired Training Event are released into the existing training
systems to help achieve curriculum goals.
The finale of our PACT Process series will summarize the process, cover ongoing
curriculum management, and describe the concept of the curriculum managersomeone who is both a product manager and market manager for the training
product and training service lines targeted at the internal (and sometimes
external) corporate marketplace. ••

Curriculum Architecture

Design at Hewlett-Packard

Adapting the SWI PACT Process
In some companies, decisions are made centrally and implemented hierarchically.
In other companies, such as Hewlett-Packard, a $21 billion maker of computers,
printers, and other electronic equipment, decision-makers in the various parts of
the organization have a high degree of autonomy. H-P businesses consist of global,
cross-functional teams that include, among other roles of course, members responsible for training design and development. It's a fast-moving company whose CEO
says you have to "kill your business while it is still working" in order to maintain
your market leadership. "Preemptive self-destruction and renewal," Fortune
magazine calls it.
H-Pers, says Fortune, are "known for being low-key, nice, earnest, and sincere."
Talking to H-P internal training consultants Christine
Westall and Jim Taylor lends credence to Fortune's view
and also conveys some of the excitement that comes from
working with a company like Hewlett-Packard.
While life and instructional design in a company like H-P
may be exciting, it can also pose challenges. Like having
to build five weeks' worth of training materials in two and
a half months for the start-up of a new facility. Or trying to
standardize your training and development methodology
across various, happily independent businesses.
Jim Taylor,
Christine Westall

For the past few years, Westall and Taylor have used SWI's PACT Process for
Curriculum Architecture Design (CAD)to address some of their professional
challenges. Christine attended a session by Guy Wallace at the Toronto NSPI
conference and subsequently used a modified version of PACT to define a Performance Model, derive knowledge and skill requirements, map existing training, and
identify gaps. Christine and Jim have contracted with Guy for model-building work
and also for consulting as they built models. To date, Christine has developed six
CAD models and Jim has developed three CADs for various internal H-P constituencies, and - in the H-P spirit of independence - the pair has adapted SWI's
PACT Process to their own needs and circumstances.
Christine and Jim have found their arrangement with SWI to be flexible, costeffective, and timely. By doing much of the modeling work themselves, they save
consulting fees and avoid having to work around Guy's often-cluttered schedule.
Projects can move ahead as quickly as the H-P environment dictates.
~ ~
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Guy Wallace says that he expects clients to tweak his methodology for their own

use. "We train our clients how to use PACT,"he says, "and how to adapt it for their
own companies. Adapt," he emphasizes, "not adopt. Our goal is that clients be able
to use it to improve their approaches to training, and that they will not have to
keep calling us back. If our overall Curriculum Architecture Design is robust, it
increases the 'leverageability' of the Training Modules and Events by making them
more sharable." This is exactly what Christine has experienced.
Christine and Jim have found that the models provide a common curriculum
architecture that reduces duplication of effort. "We're able to leverage our design
and development efforts and share the curriculum architecture across jobs," says
Jim. "We've been able to reuse the same basic course design for new functional
areas," adds Christine. "With the structure we've created, people without instructional design experience - process owners - can often edit the basic content
within the curriculum training materials without having to do a redesign of the
course or the curriculum. It saves significant time and money, produces a better
product, and raises their comfort level."
Jim adds that the performance-based PACT Process forces its users to be rigorous,
not fuzzy, in examining what a jobholder will be doing. The focus becomes not so
much the performance activity, says Christine, but the outcome and results of
performance - which leads to a bottom-line orientation in tune with the '90s
business climate.
Jim says that they've discovered other uses for the PACT Performance Models.
Usually models are constructed as "job models" for a particular position. However,
SWI's approach also allows designers to model performance for a process that
crosses jobs. Jim has modeled a complex support agreement administration process
involving eight to ten different roles across different organizations. In cases like
this, a Performance Model helps identify the contributions of each role to the
process, minimizing the possibility of over- and undertraining.
Jim recently facilitated a personnel planning session in which he used PACT-based
Performance Models to develop position plans. The models highlighted the results
of the job, the tasks, and the knowledge/skill areas required. Such a view provides
a consistent understanding of the job.
It turns out that Performance Models also allow for effective communication
between designers and developers. The local vendor who developed the five weeks
of training for H-P's order processing staff described PACT as one of the best
analysis processes they'd ever worked with, according to Christine. The outputs of
the process allowed the developer to provide an accurate bid and to accurately
develop the required materials within the deadline. When the August deadline
came, the training was ready for the consolidated centers for two major H-P
business lines. A corporate-level steering committee responsible for order fulfillment has recognized the training as one of the critical enablers for jobholders in
the new facility and acknowledges the rigor and thoroughness with which the
training was developed. That, says Christine, was due to the use of the PACT
Process Performance Model.
The independence and self-reliance of H-P's Westall and Taylor as they adapt (not
adopt) the SWI Pact model pleases Guy Wallace, because it confirms his view that
a single approach to Curriculum Architecture Design will not work for every organization, and because it shows that PACT is as adaptable as he had believed. ••
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Around the Product Life Cycle in Eight (Not Eighty) Days

Simulating Product Management Skills
by Pete Hybert

Product managers have a great amount of power. As team leaders and business
champions they can focus the company on the customer, reduce concept-to-market
times, and increase the number of successful products brought to market.
They can also squander resources, destroy team morale, and dissipate competitive
advantage.
.
To help bias its product management staff toward the former behavior rather than
the latter, AT&T's Network Systems group (manufacturers of switches, cable and
wire, and other components oftelecom systems) retained SWI in 1986. The keystone of the comprehensive curriculum Guy Wallace designed is an eight-day
course called NS 1251: Product Management Process Training, centered around a
series of simulated product team meetings and incorporating skill-building and
practice on interpersonal skills and the product planning process. It contains the
elements of the real job - distilled and simplified to maximize learning, yet
complex enough for participants to transfer new skills back to the job.
How It Works. For the simulation portions of the course (approximately 50 percent of the learning time), participants work with a partner through one "round"
for each of the five stages of the product life cycle.
Here's how a round works.
In a breakout room, the
partners (X and Y) work
with their product team in a
series of meetings. Each
participant
gets a "data
(8) Product
®R&D
Product
Sales,
Manage- pack" containing instrucSupport
Sales
ment
tions and unique informaSypport"
tion for their roles in each of
the
meetings. In the first
sales,Oo
I Manufacturing Manufactu~O
Sales
meeting, for example,
: ~ & Distribution
Support
& Distribution
partners X and Y may
represent research and
development.
In
the
second
meeting,
the
roles
rotate
and
partners X and Y may
Simulation "Rounds"
play the role of product management. The cycle of meetings and rotating roles
continues until everyone has had a turn in the product management function for
one meeting. Then, each set of partners develops its plans (involving financial
statements, marketing plans, product descriptions, etc.) and presents them to the
group for feedback and action.
Product
Support

Product
Management

00

00

o
0

G)

o
0

CD

iOO ~

The data packs are based on the Performance Models developed during
Curriculum Architecture Design (CAD);they embody real-world lessons. For
example, the participant representing sales might find a note from the boss saying,
"No way do you agree to the market numbers they want to put in the plan - every
year they overestimate the market by at least 10 percent! Then we don't get our
bonuses!" Orchestrated into the simulations in this way are challenging but
manageable conflicts for the team to overcome.
~ ~
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A series of 17 meetings to hold and 17 plans to develop - interspersed with more

"traditional" lessons - gives participants practice in the interpersonal and process
skills required in each phase of the product life cycle, as well as an appreciation
for the roles of other members of the real-life product team.
Was the Course Effective? NS 1251 has been delivered more than 30 times in both
the U.S. and The Netherlands. Postcourse feedback averages 4.4 out of 5, and
scores on posttests show significant improvement over pretest scores. Our client's
internal evaluation ofthe estimated ROI shows a 457 percent return, using worstcase cost figures and estimates of improvement by past participants and their
managers. We also like to point out - as modestly as possible - that the course
was a finalist in the 1990 NSPI competition for Outstanding Instructional Product.

Want to find out more? For a copy of a longer article more fully describing this
application of simulation-based training, contact Jennifer 1. Freeland at SWI. In a
future issue: how the simulation-based approach can train managers to effectively
deal with union-represented employees in a changing workplace .••

Surfing on the Intern·Net

SWI Goes Back to School
"No theory, no learning," quotes Karen Wallace of W. Edwards Deming.
Our theory was that we could "give back" to the profession some of the experience
we've accrued over the course of our years in the business of pursuing excellence
in human performance. Our vehicle would be an internship program for instructional design students. Our mentor for the interns would be SWI senior associate
Diane Wagner.
Diane interviewed and selected two outstanding candidates from Northern Illinois
University in DeKalb (her alma mater for two degrees). "I live in the same apartment Diane lived in when she was at NIU," says Danilo Baylen, a doctoral candidate. "I hit it off with her and thought she would be a good mentor."
In theory, maybe. In practice, she was in Houston working on a project for the first
month of Danilo's internship. So Danilo and his cohort Ranjani Iyengar worked
instead with a variety of SWI consultants on internal and external jobs. "We received experience in managing multiple projects and got a feel for the models and
processes SWI uses," explains Ranjani. "In fact, we used them on our main project,
designing a model of how to start an internship program." SWI will make the
model available to interested companies when it's complete.
The interns have some informal advice for companies considering an internship
program. "Think it through and organize your time," says Ranjani. "Interns will
appreciate an experience that is at least somewhat predictable and structured."
Danilo adds, "Allow someone to be there continually to provide a mentoring
experience. "
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Diane Wagner indicated during an evaluation of the experiment that SWI will offer
other internships in the future. "There are things we learned that we'll change for
the next intern," she asserts. Of this summer's interns she says, "I thought they had
a good exposure to the way things happen in a small, fast-moving company. And I
know SWI learned something from having people around with academic backgrounds, people testing theory against practice."
The interns' reactions to SWI? "It gave me a better perspective on my career,"
muses Danilo. "Being able to observe the consultant's lifestyle - always on the
run. Do I really want to do that when I finish my doctorate?"
"It helped make me more aware of the different facets of training and consulting,"
confirms Ranjani. "In school, I got a textbook view. At SWI, I learned the way
they're applied - in ways I never thought of."
No theory, no learning.

Contact Diane Wagner for more information about the SWI internship program,
about obtaining a copy of the program model when it's available (target date:
November), or for letters of recommendation for two very capable students who
may soon be looking for "real" jobs .••

About

~WI:Who, What,

When, and Where

We welcome graphic artist Michael Querubin to our production staff. Mike is a
graduate of Columbia College with a bachelor of arts in graphic design. He studied
visual communications
at Northern Illinois University for two years and enhanced
his computer skills and software knowledge at Columbia College. Mike's first
projects include designing a new SWI brochure and incorporating
color into SWI
presentations.
He finds his new job a great opportunity to use current skills and
learn new ones. In his spare time, Mike enjoys listening to music, playing keyboard
and guitar, and martial arts training.
For their presentation
"The Curriculum Architecture Design Process" at the NSPI
Conference in San Francisco last April, Guy Wallace and Pete Hybert received a
"value and interest" evaluation of 4.62 on a scale of 5.0. For "Designing an Organizational Learning System to Achieve Strategic Business Results," Ray Svenson and
Mark Schroeder of Amoco Production Company also received a rating in the fours.
While we are pleased with attendee response, in the spirit of continuous improvement, we'll strive to make next time even better.

Karen Wallace presented "The Integration of HPT and TQM" at the July meeting of
the Chicago chapter of NSPI. Karen was also the guest dinner speaker at the end of
September at the Workshop of Corporate Re-engineering,
sponsored by The Taylor
Group and J.1. Dearlove & Affiliates. For a copy of either of these presentations,
please call Jennifer 1. Freeland at SWI.
Ray Svenson presented "Training Systems to Support Business Goals" at the
Automotive Training Managers Council in mid-September.
This conference is held
twice a year for executive-level
training professionals.
For a copy of this
presentation,
please call Jennifer 1. Freeland.
~ ~
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Two SWI "products" have been nominated to the Division for Instructional Development of the Association for Education Communications and Technology (AECT).
SWI's PACT Process for Curriculum Architecture Design will compete in the
category of "outstanding practice in instructional development." The Training and
Development Strategic Plan Workbook, co-authored by Ray Svenson and Monica
Rinderer, is in the running for outstanding book in the instructional development
field. AECT presents annual awards recognizing outstanding achievements in the
field of instructional development.
Staff, friends, and family members celebrated the second annual SWI Summerfest
at the home of Guy and Karen Wallace on a warm and sunny end-of-July day. The
pool party and picnic included volleyball, croquet, and an informal but hotly
contested diving competition.
SWI client relations coordinator Jennifer Freeland, consultant Kelly Rennels, and
Karen and Guy's daughter, Kari Kennedy, are back from a three-week August
sojourn through Europe. The three started their journey in England and traveled
through Holland, Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, and Greece. They called their
cultural experiences "perfect."
Several SWIers tested nerves and faith during a recent skydiving expedition.
Jumpers included Dick Hill, Geert Oostvogel, Mark Purcell, Kelly Rennels, and
Guy Wallace. No word from Guyon whether the event was an attempt to downsize
SWL
The July issue of Quality Progress Magazine included an article by Pete Hybert
titled "Managing the Interaction of People With Your Product." At the end of
October, Pete will be one of four speakers at a one-day, EDS-sponsored curriculum
symposium in Detroit; call Jennifer 1. Freeland at SWI for more information.
Mailing list alert! We are currently updating and maintaining the Pursuing
Performance mailing list, and we would like to hear from our readers. If you have
had a change of organization or address, please let us know so that Pursuing
Performance continues to come your way. If you would like to receive additional
issues for interested readers at your organization, let us know. Please call, write, or
fax Jennifer 1. Freeland at SWI with your comments. + +

Next in Pursuing
Performance:
+ Integrating HR and
Business Architecture
- Next in the Series
+ Formulating a
Strategic Investment
Plan for Training and
Development
+TQM in The
Netherlands

Pursuing Performance is published quarterly for the clients and friends of SWL
Our goal is to share specific applications of Human Performance Technology
and Total Quality Management technologies in order that organizations may
improve quality and productivity. Contributing articles are encouraged. Direct
submissions and comments to Jennifer 1. Freeland, SWI, 1733 Park Street, Suite
201, Naperville, IL 60563; voice (708) 416-3323; fax (708) 416-9770.
MaryBeth O'Hara, editor.
PACTsMProcess is a service mark of SWI + Svenson & Wallace, Inc. The Quaker
logo is a registered trademark of the Quaker Oats Company.
Printed on recycled paper.
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